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Abstract. In this paper, we have proposed a simple and efficient approach for
check pointing and recovery in cluster computing environment. The recovery
scheme deals with both orphan and lost intra and inter cluster messages. This
check pointing scheme ensures that after the system recovers from failures, all
processes in different clusters can restart from their respective recent checkpoints; thus avoiding any domino effect. That is, the recent check points always
form a consistent recovery line of the cluster federation. The main features of
our work are: it uses selective message logging which enables the initiator
process in each cluster to log the minimum number of messages, the recovery
scheme is domino effect free and is executed simultaneously by all clusters in
the cluster federation, it considers concurrent failures, message complexities in
each cluster for both check pointing and recovery schemes are just O(n), where
n is the number of processes in a cluster. These features make our algorithm superior to the existing works.

1 Introduction
Cluster federation is a union of clusters, where each cluster contains a certain number
of processes. A Cluster may be defined as an independent computer combined into a
unified system through software and networking. Cluster computing environments
have provided a cost-effective solution to many distributed computing problems by
investing inexpensive hardware [2], [3], [15]. With the growing importance of cluster
computing, its fault-tolerant aspect deserves significant attention. It is known that
check pointing and rollback recovery are widely used techniques that allows a system
to progress in spite of a failure [1]. The basic idea is to periodically record the system
state as a checkpoint during normal system operation and upon detection of faults, to
restore one of the checkpoints and restart the system from there [4]-[7], [10]-[12],
[16]. It may be noted that a distributed system / cluster federation is said to be consistent, if there is no message which is recorded in the state of its receiver but not recorded in the state of its sender [1]-[7]. But if such a message exists, then it is known
as orphan message. Such a consistent state of the system is also referred to as a recovery line which in effect consists of one checkpoint per process of the system. It is the
responsibility of each cluster to determine its consistent checkpoint set that consists of
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one checkpoint from each process present in it. But this consistent checkpoint set of
one cluster may not be consistent with the other clusters’ consistent checkpoint sets,
because clusters interact through inter cluster messages which may result in dependencies among the clusters, meaning thereby that some such inter cluster messages
may become orphan messages. Therefore, a collection of consistent checkpoint sets,
one from each cluster in the federation, does not necessarily produce a consistent federation level checkpoint (also known as federation level recovery line). Consequently,
rollback of one failed process in a cluster may force some other processes in the other
clusters to rollback in order to maintain consistency of operation by the cluster federation. In the worst case, consistency requirement may force the system to rollback to
the initial state of the system, losing all the work performed before a failure. This uncontrolled propagation of rollback is known as domino-effect [1]. Besides, for correct
computation of the underlying distributed computation after the system recovers from
failures, a recovery scheme must ensure that all lost messages are identified and replayed to the appropriate processes when they restart.
Problem Formulation: The main objective of this work is three fold. First, it must
take care of both orphan messages during the check pointing phase itself unlike the
existing works [2],[3],[13],[14]. For this purpose we will consider designing a single
phase non blocking check pointing scheme that must take care of both intra and inter
cluster orphan messages. Second, it must identify all intra and inter cluster lost messages in an efficient way at the time of recovery. Third, recovery schemes in the different clusters must have to be executed simultaneously and the processes must restart
from their respective recent (latest) checkpoints, thereby avoiding the domino effect.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have presented the different
data structures. In Section 3 we have presented the check pointing algorithm and its
performance. Section 4 contains the recovery scheme along with its performance.
Section 5 draws the conclusion.

2 Relevant Data Structures and System Model
2.1 System Model
We assume that processes are deterministic in the sense that from the same state, if
given the same inputs, a process executes the same sequence of instructions. We also
assume that processes are fail stop. It means that upon failure, a process does not perform any incorrect actions and simply ceases to function.
2.2 Notations and Relevant Data Structures
The proposed recovery approach needs the following data structures to be maintained
in each cluster.
The kth cluster of the cluster federation is denoted as CK. The ith process in CK is
denoted as PiK. The xth checkpoint taken by the ith process PiK in the kth cluster is denoted as CPi,Kx. An intra cluster message from PiK is denoted as msi, where s is the
message sequence number assigned by the sender PiK. We term this sequence number
as the primary sequence number (PSN). An inter cluster message from the ith process
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PiK (ЄCK) is denoted as MsK(i), where s is the PSN of the message. We assume that
every cluster has an initiator process which has a two-fold responsibility; first, it is
responsible for invoking the check pointing algorithm in this cluster and second, it
determines the lost messages in this cluster in the event of failures. For the kth cluster
Pk represents the initiator process. In order to identify lost messages in the event of a
failure, we assume that for every cluster all intra and inter cluster messages are routed
through its initiator process on their way to the respective destinations. Thus in a cluster CK any message communication between any two application processes takes
place via the initiator PK. To every message (including both intra and inter cluster
ones) to be delivered to a process, say PiK, the initiator process PK assigns a new sequence number, termed as the secondary sequence number (SSN) following its order
of arrival at the initiator. Each such message is then delivered along with its SSN to
the destination process PiK. This destination process in its recent checkpoint just remembers only the maximum SSN in SEQi(max). Note that these SSNs (in ascending
order) actually create the total order of the messages sent to a receiving process. In
each cluster its initiator process maintains a message log for each process belonging
to this cluster. Thus in cluster CK the initiator process PK maintains a message log,
MESG-LOGi for each process PiK. This log stores copies of the messages to be delivered to the ith process following their order of arrival at the initiator. PK saves the
maximum SSN found in the message log for process PiK in SSNi(max). As an example,
assume that PK has received first an intra cluster message m2r, followed by another
one, m6t from the rth and tth processes respectively for the destination PiK. After that it
receives an inter cluster message M4Q(n) coming from the nth process PnQ of the qth
cluster CQ for the same destination PiK. Note that the three PSNs of the messages are
2, 6, and 4 respectively. However the initiator process PK now assigns the secondary
sequence numbers 1, 2, and 3 to these messages following their order of arrival at it.
Now SSNi(max) contains 3. The message log for process PiK is stated below along with
the messages’ respective SSNs appearing in brackets.
K

r

t

Q(n)

MESG-LOGi = [m2 (1), m6 (2), M4

(3)]

2.3 Check Pointing Interval and Selective Message Logging
As in [14], we assume that the value of the common check pointing interval T used in
all the clusters is just larger than the maximum message (considering both intra and
inter cluster messages) passing time between any two processes of the cluster federation. In the following discussion we have used some of the idea reported in [14]. We
now state the benefits for such an assumption. It is known that message logging [17]
is used to take care of lost and delayed messages. So naturally the question arises for
how long a process will go on logging the messages it has sent before a failure (if at
all) occurs. We have shown below that because of the above mentioned value of the
common check pointing interval T, a process PiK in cluster CK needs to save in its recent checkpoint CPi,Kx only all the messages it has sent in the recent check pointing
interval (CPi,Kx ─ CPi,Kx-1). In other words, we are able to use as little information
related to the lost and delayed messages as possible for consistent operation after the
system restarts.
Consider the situation shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity we will explain using a single cluster, say CK with only two processes and with intra cluster messages only. Let
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Fig. 1. Messages ms1i and ms2i are lost messages

the processes be PiK and PjK. The observation is true for clusters consisting of any
number of processes as well as for inter cluster messages as well. Observe that because of our assumed value of T, the duration of the check pointing interval, any message msi sent by process PiK during its check pointing interval (CPi,Kx-1 ─ CPi,Kx-2)
always arrives before the recent checkpoint CPj,Kx of process PjK. Now assume the
presence of a failure f as shown in the figure. Also assume that after recovery, the two
processes restart from their recent xth checkpoints. Observe that any such message msi
does not need to be resent as it is processed by the receiving process PjK before its
recent checkpoint Cj,Kx. So it is obvious that such a message msi can not be either a
lost or a delayed message. Therefore, there is no need to log such messages by the
initiator process PK. However, messages, such as ms1i and ms2i, sent by process PiK in
the interval (CPi,Kx ─ CPi,Kx-1) may be lost or delayed. So in the event of a failure f, in
order to avoid any inconsistency in the computation after the system restarts from the
recent checkpoints, we need to log only such sent messages at the initiator so that they
can be resent after the processes restart. Observe that in the event of a failure, any
delayed message, such as message ms2i, is essentially a lost message as well. Hence,
in our approach, we consider only the recent checkpoints of the processes and the
messages logged at the initiator process are the ones sent only in the recent check
pointing interval. From now on, by ‘lost message’ we will mean both lost and delayed
message. Observe that without such an assumption about the value of the common
check pointing interval T, the above mentioned selective message logging is not possible; rather without such an assumption the messages logged may include not only
the ones which a process PiK has sent in its current interval (CPi,Kx ─ CPi,Kx-1), but also
those which PiK sent in the previous intervals as well.

3 The Check Pointing Algorithm
It is known that the classical synchronous check pointing scheme for distributed systems has three phases: first an initiator process sends a request to all processes to take
checkpoints; second the processes take temporary check points and reply back to the
initiator process; third the initiator process asks them to convert the temporary check
points to permanent ones. Only after that processes can resume their normal computation. In between every two consecutive phases processes remain blocked. In this work
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our objective is to design a single phase non-blocking synchronous approach as in [12]
in each cluster. The proposed check pointing algorithm in every cluster works in the
following way. Without any loss of generality let us consider a cluster CK. The algorithm is invoked periodically by the initiator process PK. In each invocation the initiator
sends a request message Mc to the different processes of CK asking them to take a
checkpoint each. Each process after receiving the request message Mc will take its
checkpoint independent of what others are doing. As in [12], no additional control
message exchange is necessary unlike the classical synchronous approach for making
individual recent checkpoints mutually consistent. However the present approach faces
similar problem as in [12] regarding making checkpoints consistent. We explain first
the problem considering the cluster CK only and then we will state a solution which is
similarly applicable to other clusters as well. Assume that the check pointing algorithm
has been initiated by the initiator process PK and it has sent a request message Mc to the
processes of the cluster CK. Also assume that it is the xth execution of the algorithm.
Suppose that after receiving Mc the ith process PiK takes its xth checkpoint CPi,Kx and
immediately then sends an intra cluster application message msi to the jth process PjK.
Note that in our approach all processes act independently after receiving Mc. Suppose
at time (t + €€ ), where €€ is very small with respect to t, process PjK receives the message
msi. Also suppose that PjK has not yet received Mc from the initiator process. So, it
processes the message. Now the request message Mc arrives at PjK. Process PjK now
takes its checkpoint CPj,Kx. We find that message msi has become an orphan due to the
checkpoint CPj,Kx. Hence, the checkpoints CPi,Kx and CPj,Kx cannot be consistent.
To avoid this problem we propose the following simple solution. Every sending
process PiK piggybacks a flag, say $, only with its first application message, say msi,
sent (after it has taken its checkpoint for the current execution of the check pointing
algorithm and before its next participation in the algorithm) to any other process PjK in
the cluster. Process PjK after receiving the piggybacked application message learns
immediately that the check pointing algorithm has already been invoked; so instead of
waiting for the request it takes its checkpoint first, then processes the message msi and
later it ignores the current request when that arrives. Observe that the above solution
holds good for all inter cluster messages also. The reason is that the xth execution of
the check pointing algorithm takes place simultaneously in the different clusters. Note
that in our check pointing approach each initiator process interacts with the other
processes in its cluster only once via the control message Mc. After receiving Mc each
such process, independent of what others are doing, just takes its checkpoint and resumes normal computation. That is why we term it as a single phase non-blocking
algorithm. Below we describe the algorithm. Assume that it is the xth invocation of the
check pointing algorithm.
3.1 Algorithm Non-blocking
For each cluster C

K

K

K

At each process Pi (Є C )
if

K

Pi receives Mc
i,K
takes checkpoint CP x ;
continues its normal operation;
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else if Pi receives a piggybacked application message < ms / Ms , $>
K
&& Pi has not yet received Mc for the current execution of the
i,K
check pointing algorithm, it takes checkpoint CP x without waiting
for Mc; continues its normal operation;
i
// processes the received intra cluster message ms / inter cluster
Q(t)
message Ms and ignores Mc, when received later
Proof of Correctness: In the ‘if’ block every process PiK takes its xth checkpoint
CPi,Kx when it receives the request message Mc. That is, none of the intra / inter cluster messages it has sent before this checkpoint can be an orphan. In the ‘else if’ block,
a receiving process PiK takes its xth checkpoint CPi,Kx before processing any intra /
inter cluster application message msj/ MsQ(t) , sent by a process which took its xth
checkpoint first before sending the message to PiK. Therefore the message msi/ MsQ(t)
can not be an orphan as well. Since this is true for all the processes, hence all recent
xth checkpoints in cluster CK are mutually consistent.
●
Theorem 1. The xth checkpoints of all processes in the cluster federation are mutually
consistent.
Proof. Without any loss of generality let us consider two clusters CK and CL and we
assume that it is the xth invocation of the check pointing algorithm. Observe that the
same check pointing interval is used by the respective initiator processes PK and PL in
these two clusters. Suppose that the ith process PiK (Є CK) has just taken its xth checkpoint CPi,Kx and immediately after that it sends an inter cluster application message
MsK(i) to the jth process PjL (Є CL). According to our proposed solution this message is
piggybacked with the flag $.
Now assume that process PjL receives this application message before it receives
the request message Mc corresponding to the xth execution of the algorithm from its
initiator PL. If process PjL has not yet received any other piggybacked application
message yet, whether it is intra or inter cluster, then instead of waiting for the request
to come from its initiator PL, it first takes its xth checkpoint CPj,Lx, then processes the
message MsK(i) and later it ignores the current request when that arrives. Now observe
that the message MsK(i) cannot be an orphan. Hence the two checkpoints CPi,Kx and
CPj,Lx are mutually consistent. Now assume that process PjL receives this piggybacked
application message after it receives the request message Mc corresponding to the xth
execution of the algorithm from its initiator PL. This means that process PjL has received the inter cluster message after taking its xth checkpoint CPj,Lx. So obviously the
message MsK(i) cannot be an orphan and hence the two checkpoints CPi,Kx and CPj,Lx
are mutually consistent.
Since the above observation is true for any two checkpoints belonging to different
clusters in the cluster federation and also Algorithm Non-blocking guarantees that the
checkpoints inside a cluster are mutually consistent, therefore all checkpoints in the
cluster federation are mutually consistent.
●
3.2 Performance
The algorithm is a synchronous one. However it differs from the classical synchronous approach in the following sense; it is just a single phase one unlike the three
phase classical approach, it does not need any exchange of additional (control)
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messages except only the request message Mc, there is no synchronization delay, and
finally it is non-blocking. However it enjoys the main advantage of the three phase
classical approach in that the recent checkpoints are always consistent; so processes
after recovery from failures can restart from these checkpoints (i.e. domino-effect
free recovery). Therefore, it offers the advantages of both synchronous and asynchronous check pointing approach while avoiding their main drawbacks, such as
blocking, synchronization delay, and domino effect. About message complexity in
each cluster the initiator process broadcasts Mc only once. So the message complexity is O(n) for an n-process cluster. Also note that it is simultaneously executed in all
the clusters.
Since a cluster is nothing but an individual distributed system, so we compare the
proposed algorithm used in each cluster with some noted check pointing algorithms.
Comparisons with Some Existing Works. We use the following notations (and
some of the analysis from [7]) to compare our algorithm with some of the most notable check pointing algorithms [1], [6], and [7]. The analytical comparison is given in
Table 1. In this Table:
Cair is average cost of sending a message from one process to another process;
Cbroad is cost of broadcasting a message to all processes; Note that we assume IP
broadcasting.
nmin is the number of processes that need to take checkpoints.
n is the total number of processes in the system;
ndep is the average number of processes on which a process depends;
Tch is the check pointing time;
Table 1. System Performance

Algorithm

Blocking time

Messages

Distributed

Alg. [1]

nmin * Tch

3 * nmin * ndep * Cair

Yes

Alg. [6]

0

2 * Cbroad + n * Cair

No

Alg. [7]

0

≈ 2 * nmin * Cair + min(nmin * Cair, Cbroad)

Yes

Our Alg.

0

Cbroad

Yes

Fig. 2 illustrates how the number of control messages (system messages) sent and
received by processes is affected by the increase in the number of the processes in the
distributed system (cluster). In Fig. 2, the ndep factor is considered being 5% of the
total number of processes in the system and Cbroad is equal to n*Cair. We observe that
the number of control messages does increase in our approach with the number of
processes, but it stays smaller compared to other approaches when the number of the
processes is higher than 7 (which is the case most of the time).
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Fig. 2. Number of messages vs. number of processes for four different approaches

4 Recovery Scheme
Our recovery approach is independent of the number of processes that may fail concurrently. In order to identify lost messages in the event of a failure, we assume that
for every cluster all intra and inter cluster messages are routed through the initiator
process (s) on their way to their respective destinations. Also, in each cluster, say CK,
the messages sent to the ith process PiK in the cluster are logged at its initiator process
PK according to the order of their arrival at the initiator. The message log for PiK is denoted
as MESG-LOGiK.

4.1 Algorithm Recovery
The following recovery algorithm is executed simultaneously in all clusters. It works
for any number of concurrent failures.
For each cluster C

K

K

K

At each process Pi (Є C ):
K

K

Pi sends its SEQi(max) to P ;
K

At the initiator process P :
if

SSNi(max) > SEQi(max)
K

K

P replays to Pi the messages with sequence numbers from
SEQi(max) + 1 to SSNi(max);
K
// Lost messages are resent to Pi following their total order
K
Pi restarts computation;
K

else Pi restarts computation;
K
// no lost message to Pi exists
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Theorem 2. Algorithm Non-blocking together with the recovery scheme results in
correct computation of the underlying distributed application.
Proof: According to the check pointing algorithm and Theorem 1 there does not exist
any orphan message with respect to the recent checkpoints of the processes in the
cluster federation. Also, in each cluster CK, its initiator process PK identifies the lost
messages, if any, with respect to the recent local checkpoints of the processes in the
cluster and the recovery approach ensures through the use of the secondary sequence
numbers that the lost messages are resent following their total order to the appropriate
destinations in the cluster after the system restarts. Therefore there does not exist any
orphan or lost message with respect to the recent checkpoints of the processes in the
cluster federation. Hence the correctness of the underlying distributed computation is
ensured.
●
4.2 Performance
The following are the salient features of our approach. First of all, processes restart
from their respective recent checkpoints; that is there is no further rollback (i.e. domino effect free recovery). It also means that processes save only their recent checkpoints replacing their previous ones. Second, the choice of the value of the common
check pointing interval T enables to use as little information related to the lost messages as possible for consistent operation after the system restarts. Third, our work is
independent of, if it is a single failure or concurrent failures. Fourth, the recovery approach needs just one control message from each of the processes of a cluster, which
carries the SEQ(max). Therefore it needs only n control messages for an n-process cluster and so the message complexity is O(n) in each cluster. Besides, it takes care of
both orphan and lost messages. Finally, the recovery scheme is executed simultaneously by all clusters in the cluster federation.
4.3 Comparison
Since a cluster is nothing but an individual distributed system, so first we compare the
proposed recovery scheme used in each cluster with some noted recovery algorithms
existing in the area of distributed computing.
Comparison with noted recovery approaches in distributed systems: In [5] the message overhead is O(F), where F is the number of recovery lines established, where as
in our work it is absent. Note that by ‘message overhead’ it is meant the size of the
control information that is piggybacked with each application message which are exchanged during normal computation. Another important difference is that the work in
[5] will establish a recovery line for each failure and then establish a consistent recovery line for the distributed system after the occurrence of concurrent failures. It is not
needed in our work, because in our work it does not depend on if it is a single failure
or concurrent failures; our recovery line always consists of the recent checkpoints of
the individual processes of the system independent of single or concurrent failures. In
the classical work reported in [8] there is always an extra control message for each
application message, i.e. it requires receive sequence number (RSN) and acknowledgement messages in addition to the application message. We don’t require it. Besides, we handle both single and concurrent failures where as it is only single failures
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Table 2. Brief Summary of Comparisons

Algorithm
[5]
[8]
[11]
[9]
Our Alg.

Required
Message
ordering
None
None
None
None
None

Maximum
rollbacks Per
failure
1
1
1
1
DEF

Message
Overhead

Message
Complexity

O(F)
O(1)
O(1)
O(n)
None

O(n )
O(n)
2
O(n )
2
O(n )
O(n)

2

Number of
concurrent
Failures
n
1
n
n
n

in [8]. Below in Table 2 we state a brief summery of comparisons of some important
features of the different check pointing / recovery approaches. Note that ‘DEF’ in the
3rd column denotes ‘domino effect free’. In the proposed solution of [9], fault-tolerant
vector clock has been used to track causal dependencies in spite of failures. In order to
determine a consistent state after failure, it uses checkpointing along with a history
mechanism that helps to detect orphan and obsolete messages. In [11], an optimistic
recovery algorithm has been proposed that uses O(n2) messages in arbitrary networks.
Each application message is appended with information of size O(1).
Comparisons with recovery approaches in cluster federation: We will now compare
our approach with some existing works that deal with recovery in cluster federations.
The work in [2] has considered a very restricted architecture in which multiple coordinated checkpointing subsystems are connected with a single independent checkpointing subsystem and the multiple coordinated subsystems can not communicate
directly with each other; rather they do it via the independent subsystem. The assumed
restricted architecture is the main short coming of this work. In the proposed solution
of [3], whenever a cluster fails, it broadcasts an alert message after recovering. Each
time there is a rollback, the rolled back cluster further broadcasts the alert message
triggering the next iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when there is
no more any alert message. The main drawbacks of the algorithm are: it suffers from
domino effect; if all clusters have to roll back except the failed cluster, then it may
result in a message storm of the alert messages; it does not consider lost messages and
concurrent failures. We have none of these drawbacks. The work in [13] considers
communication-induced check pointing scheme. Although it does not suffer from any
message storm unlike in [3] and it has a better message complexity than in [3], however, it also suffers from domino effect and it considers only single failures and
orphan messages. We don’t have any such drawback. The work in [14] offers advantages similar to ours. However, its message complexity is O(N2), where N is the total
number of processes in the cluster federation; where as in our work it is O(N) because
the message complexity in an n-process cluster is just O(n). Also in [14] authors have
used quite complex data structures, for example, each process maintains two vectors
of size equal to the number of clusters to handle inter cluster lost messages. Also to
handle intra cluster lost messages each process in a cluster maintains two more vectors of size equal to the number of processes inside the cluster. In our work each process maintains just one simple data structure SEQ(max) to save the maximum SSN. In
Table 3 we have summarized the comparisons.
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Table 3. Comparison Summary. N = Number of processes in the cluster federation, N1 =
Number of clusters in the cluster federation, and K = Number of iterations of the recovery
algorithm.

Criteria
Architecture Dependent
Domino – Effect Free
Concurrent Failures
Inter – Cluster Lost Messages
No. of checkpoints / process
Message complexity

Our Approach
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
1
O (N)

Alg [14]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
1
O (N2)

Alg [3]
No
No
No
No
>> 1
O (KN1)

Alg [13]
No
No
No
No
>> 1
O (KN12)

5 Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a single phase non-blocking check pointing approach
free from any synchronization delay and domino effect. The proposed value of the
common check pointing interval T enables to use as little information related to the
lost messages as possible for consistent operation. Also, it is independent of the number of processes that may fail concurrently. The message complexity of the check
pointing algorithm as well as the recovery approach is just O(n) for an n process cluster. Both the check pointing and recovery schemes are executed simultaneously in all
clusters. The proposed schemes are independent of the effect of any clock drift on the
respective sequence numbers of the recent checkpoints of the processes, Finally, it
should be noted that since existing tools are not sufficient to implement the algorithm,
a large amount of additional work is required for its implementation.
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